Have yourself a very techy Christmas
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Tech the halls with gifts from Sony! ~
Have yourself a very techy Christmas,
with these amazing products from Sony
Experience the best Christmas hits (or block them out!) with powerful
wireless noise cancelling headphones
Sony’s stylish and industry-leading headphones make the perfect gift for
loved ones this year, with offerings to keep the whole family happy. The
brand new and truly wireless WF-1000XM3 in-ear buds offer premium, highquality sound so listeners can enjoy their favourite Christmas songs.
The headphones feature the HD Noise Cancelling Processor QN1e, that is an

audiophile’s dream, accomplishing stunning sound with minimal distortion.
The truly wireless design also allows users to move freely without the
nuisance of getting tangled in wires, and are specifically designed for
improved comfort and stability in the ear – perfect for the Christmas
commute. They will also keep you covered for those long car journeys to see
family members.
If classic over-ear headphones are more your style, then look no further than
Sony’s award-winning WH-1000XM3 headphones, delivering exceptional
performance in a timeless design. Whether you’re loving the festive hits or
you’d rather not listen to the same Christmas album for the tenth time (!), the
WH-1000XM3 have the ability to cancel out background noise completely –
allowing the user to fully immerse themselves in their music. With everyone
trying out their new gifts on Christmas day there’s no need to part with your
beloved WH-1000XM3, as Sony’s unique Quick Attention mode allows users
to communicate without removing them, simply by holding their hand next to
the right ear, whilst Adaptive Sound Control automatical
ly adjusts ambient sound to your surroundings.
Sony has also recently announced its brand new WI-1000XM2, which you can
pre-order this festive season. The stable fitting structure with an angled
earphone design helps prevent ambient noise from entering the ear while the
Dual Noise Sensor technology catches any sound. Combined with industry
leading noise cancellation, thanks to the newly-developed HD Noise
Cancelling Processor QN1, it provides a new level of silence.
After something to please a fitness fanatic? Then offer them the perfect
workout companion with the WF-SP900 headphones. Not only do these
headphones have truly wireless connection and 4GB of storage, the
waterproof design[1] means you can take your music anywhere – even in the
pool or the ocean!

For those that are looking to add a bit of spice to their holiday wardrobe,
then you’re in luck with the bold new colour options for the h.ear WH-H910N
®
overband headphones and NW-A105 Walkman . Stand out from the crowd
with five colour designs to choose from — red, black, ash green, orange or
®
blue — and you can mix or match your headphones and Walkman to
showcase your style to the world. Fans of festive music during the holiday
season can enjoy a boosted battery life and high-quality sound technology

with multi-source music options to stream and download directly to their
®
®
Walkman . Supported by Android™[2] with Wi-Fi, the NW-A105 Walkman
grants you access to millions of songs at your fingertips. Stream the latest
songs from your preferred provider to experience up and coming artists in
their full glory. Plus, you can also access download services directly from the
®
NW-A105 Walkman to store your favourite tracks on your device, perfect for
journeys where there is no Wi-Fi connection.
The NW-A105 also features a vintage cassette tape user interface and
®
screensaver as an ode to the iconic original 1979 Walkman , giving the
impression you’re actually playing a cassette. Talking of the classic original
®
Walkman , for those friends and family members who love the retro style,
you’ll be pleased to know there has been a release of the NW-A100TPS
®
th
Walkman celebrating the original product’s 40 anniversary. This ultimate
Christmas gift comes in a specially designed box, but do be quick to buy as it
is limited-edition! Both devices offer 26 hours battery life ensuring, that this
little gadget makes you look cool, funky and of course classic.

Get those Christmas parties started with Sony’s excellent speakers
‘Tis the season to be jolly, so why not give the gift of bass this year with
Sony’s EXTRA BASS marvel, the SRS-XB32. Feel the deep and punchy bass
sound of the speaker, all within a compact form and splash-proof[3] design –
a definite requirement for those work Christmas parties.

With LIVE SOUND mode, you can enjoy a three-dimensional experience and
relive music as if you were at a live venue. What’s more, to get the festivities
truly in action, engage the Party Booster for all manner of unique lighting
and sound effects. You can even get your mates round to amplify the
celebrations with the Wireless Party Chain which allows you to connect up to
100 wireless speakers. The ultimate party-proof speaker.
For a colourful and fun stocking filler that can deliver equally big sound, look
no further than the SRS-XB01 speaker. With EXTRA BASS sound and available
in a variety of striking colour designs including red, yellow, green and blue,
the XB01 is an entertaining, yet affordable gift for any music fan.
Stuck for a gift for him? With the resurgence in vinyl, why not opt for the

fabulous PS-LX310BT turntable, which fuses the much-loved quality sound of
vinyl with the convenience and flexibility of connecting via Bluetooth® to a
wireless device. Utilise Sony’s speaker range to wirelessly recreate classic
vinyl tones in today’s connected home, and dig out your favourite 7” festive
singles and 12” LPs to spin on Christmas morning.

Capture heart-warming memories with Sony’s super cameras
The Sony α6600 is the ultimate present for the photography enthusiast
amongst your friends and family. Bringing together many of Sony’s most
advanced camera technologies in a compact and lightweight body, the new
α6600 has been designed to address the needs of the most demanding
photographers and videographers.
Featuring Real-time Eye AF that automatically tracks the subject, the α6600
frees you up to focus on capturing these memorable festive moments. There
is also the all-important 180-degree flip screen which comes in handy when
trying to capture the Christmas family selfie.

As part of Sony’s ‘One Mount’ solution for its APS-C and Full-frame cameras,
photography enthusiasts have more choice than ever for their photo and
video needs. For the creators that are looking for more versatility, Sony’s two
new APS-C zoom lenses, the E 16-55mm F2.8 G standard zoom lens and the E
70-350mm F4.5-6.3 G OSS super-telephoto zoom lens, will empower you to
create and capture like never before. While compact and lightweight, their
features pack a punch — both lenses come with built-in optical image
stabilisation, which aids the capture of magnificent images throughout the
full zoom ranges each offer. This is especially convenient in the supertelephoto zoon, allowing budding photographers to capture sharp images
even at the maximum 5x optical zoom.
Both lenses are highly versatile and can be used for a variety of shooting
situations. For the promising street photographer, the 16-55mm offers
excellent G Lens image quality and outstanding all-around performance,

meanwhile the versatile 70-350mm is perfect for landscape and wildlife
shooting.
Offer loved ones the ultimate all-round full-frame camera this year, with
Sony’s α7 III – the perfect gift for the budding enthusiast or the photography
pro. With continuous shooting at up to 10fps and a 24.2MP back-illuminated
Exmor R CMOS image sensor, this interchangeable lens mirrorless camera is
one of the greatest ways to share a passion for photography. Crucial features
such as silent shooting and ‘Real Time Eye-AF’ allow you to capture your
loved ones naturally without interrupting the festivities.

Immerse yourself in Christmas time wonderment this year with Sony’s
BRAVIA
Once all the food and drink has gone, it’s time to sit-back and relax with a
blazing fire and a classic Christmas movie. Be the Master of ceremonies this
season and adorn your living room with the astonishing ZG9 8K HDR BRAVIA,
offering all of your guests the ultimate viewing experience for their Christmas
favourites.
Representing the pinnacle of picture quality, the MASTER Series model
faithfully conveys the creators’ intent in either 85” or 98” screen sizes. The
ZG9 ensures Christmas films shine with the best picture quality, colour,
contrast, and clarity.
Step it up a notch with Sony’s flagship AG9 4K HDR OLED TV available in 77”,
65”, and 55” screen sizes. Witness images come to life from your favourite
films with the super-wide viewing angle, precise contrast and absolute blacks
of OLED technology.
With over 8 million self-illuminating pixels powered by Sony’s very own
incredible Picture Processor X1 Ultimate, your festive viewing will be taken
to another level. The MASTER Series TVs also feature Netflix Calibrated Mode
and IMAX Enhanced to further ensure content is delivered as intended. If the
food coma gets too much, then take it easy and use your voice to power
Google Assistant and access all your favourite content, making the AG9 the
smartest way to enjoy Christmas.

Pair your home cinema experience with the surround sound delights of Sony’s
superb HT-X8500 Dolby Atmos soundbar. Thanks to Sony’s Vertical Surround
Engine which creates three-dimensional audio, you’ll hear and experience
your movie soundtracks like never before, and with built-in dual subwoofer
for deep bass sound and Cinema Mode engaged, you can relive each timeless
classic again and again.

Be in vogue this Christmas with Sony’s stylish Wena and FES Watch U
offerings
Stuck for gift ideas for your stylish sibling? Well Sony’s unique Wena Wrist
Pro and Wena Wrist Activewatch straps are ideal for the fashion-conscious
family member, with technology built into the straps to make any watch
smart.
Incorporating speedy contactless payments, advanced fitness tracking and
direct link-ups for phone notifications, Wena offers the freedom of a truly
flexible, and fashionable timepiece that will be treasured forever. Why not
treat yourself and kick-start the new year and use the smarts of the Wena
Active to get fit and complement your active lifestyle.
For the fashion conscious out there, take your accessories game to new
heights this festive season, with the FES Watch U. Powered by Sony, it is the
first watch of its kind in the market, bringing together fashion and technology
by allowing you to take full creative control over the design. The FES Watch
U utilises award-winning e-Paper technology, which allows wearers to fully
customise the design of their watch — to complement their fashion, mood
and attitude — at the touch of a button.

Unleash your creative and entertainment potential with the newly announced
Xperia 5

Unsure what to get this holiday season? The Xperia 5 will likely be on

everyone’s Christmas list this year so you can’t go wrong. It combines the best
of Xperia 1 in a sleek and compact body, featuring a triple lens camera with
Sony’s critically acclaimed Eye AF technology from its Alpha™ cameras.
The Xperia 5 is powered by Sony’s award-winning BRAVIA® TV technologies
with X1™ for mobile engine, bringing HDR (High Dynamic Range)
remastering technologies for more contrast, colour and clarity.
It also features an impressive 21:9 CinemaWide™ 6.1-inch Full HD+ OLED
display, which is further enhanced by Dolby Atmos®, tuned in collaboration
with Sony Pictures Entertainment, providing an immersive entertainment
experience for your favourite festive movie or tune, no matter where you are
this holiday season.
[1] IPX5/8 waterproof rating. The charging case is not waterproof or IP rated.
[2] Android is a trademark of Google LLC
[3] IP67 rating

About Sony Corporation
Sony Corporation is a creative entertainment company with a solid
foundation of technology. From game and network services to music,
pictures, electronics, semiconductors and financial services - Sony's purpose
is to fill the world with emotion through the power of creativity and
technology. For more information, visit: http://www.sony.net/
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